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NEWS
Search for V-C Begins, Allin Offers ServicesWjV^aiV^H XVJX ^ ^""^£5 -5 ,_«„„r„r ,h« wavontheBoardofRenents.

BY ELIZABETH CARNAHAN
FOLLOWING VICE-CHANELLOR Robert

Ayrcs' announcement of resignation. University

Chancellor Bishop Judson Child has appointed a

search committee to recommend his replacement.

The commitec will meet for the first time just prior

to the meeting of the Trustees in early November.

Manning Pattillo, who is the president of Oglethorpe

College in Atlanta, a Sewance graduate, and a present

member of the Board of Trustees, will serve as

chairman.

In addition to Pattillo and Chancellor Child, the

committee is made up of two Trustees, two Regents,

two Bishops, the Dean of the College, a professor and

a student of the School of Theology, two professors

and a student of the College, the Director of Minority

Affairs, and the manager of the University Supply

Store.

Interim Chaplain Bishop John Allin announced

to the college faculty at their October 19 meeting that

he was willing to serve as interim Vice-Chancellor

for as long as four years, pending Ayres' designation

of a permanent replacement. At the joint faculty

meeting on October 21 Allin stressed that his offer

was conditional upon approval by the faculties.

The Faculty Senate, reviving the rarely used

Ordinance 21.6, which empowers the Senate to

"originate and discuss any proposal necessary for the

good government, academic proficiency, repute, and

common weal of die University, which [it] may think

expedient to lay before the members of the Board of

Regents," convened on Tuesday, October 27, to

consider Chaplain Allin's offer.

THE SENATE AGREED that all proposed

candidates for Vice-Chancellor should go through the

normal search process by the appointed search

committee. Also, the process should be concluded as

soon as possible in order to render the appointment of

an interim Vice-Chancellor unnecessary. They drafted

the following resolution, which will be presented to

the committee prior to their first meeting on

November 5:

"The Senate urges that the Vice-Chancellor

search committee complete its work by the annual

meeting

of the board of trustees on May 5 and 6, 1988,

so tliat a Vice-Chancellor may be elected at

that meeting.
"

Resolutions made by the faculty senate are

powerful only as recommendations and expressions of

opinion. They are not in themselves binding in any

way on the Board of Regents.

Because the first meeting of the committee has

not yet taken place, its members are somewhat

uncertain as to the specific action they will take in

choosing the new Vice-Chancellor. The two college

faculty members on the committee, Dr. Stirling

(English) and Dr. Keele (Political Science), agreed

that the November 5 meeting was to be mainly

organizational, giving the committee a chance to

agree on criteria for selection and the general direction

to be taken. Mr. Ayres will speak to the committee at

this first meeting and share some of his views on

Sewanee and what his successor should bring to the

position of Vice-Chancellor.

STUDENT TRUSTEE John Thomas, the only

undergraduate on the committee, expressed his

concern that the four-month period between Mr.

Ayres's announcement of his resignation in June and

the search committee's first meeting was valuable

time wasted. He said, "It's a long process. I don't see

how we will have time to reach a careful decision

before the Vice-Chancellor leaves next fall." In any

case, after the November 5 meeting the committee

will be better able to judge how rapidly and in what

direction the process will proceed.

Library Receives Grant to Assist Computerization Project

ILL1L.11

Sewaneeweek

BY FRAN MOOMAW
THE JESSIE BALL DUPONT LIBRARY has

received an $100,000 grant from the Booth Ferris

Foundation of New York City to assist in the

library's initial phases of conversion to an integrated

online computer library system.

University librarian David Kearley said that

"online system" simply means that one is in direct

contact with the data base through a terminal. With

the integrated online computer library system, the

traditional means of searching for library materials by

author, title, or subject will still be available. In

addition to these methods, a library user will be able

to carry out a search using the Boolean operators

"and," "or," and "not." For example, if someone were

to do research on Tibetan Buddhism, he could inquire

about sources on this specific topic, rather than

looking separately under Tibet and Buddhism.

The system will combine the circulation data,

reserves, serial records, acquisitions, bookkeeping and

computer cataloguing of both the Library of the

School of Theology and theDuPontLibrary. Kearley

said, "this will enable scholars to carry out a search of

all of the library holdings at one time, rather than

having to search through both duPont's and the

Library of the School of Theology's card catalogs."

moving to the new online system is "to improve

access to the library holdings for university students,

faculty, staff, and community persons."

KEARLEY STATED THAT he is very excited

about the new system because "it will diminish the

amount of labor intensive work that my staff has to

carry out, such as filing catalog cards, check-out
cards, and manual records of serial holdings." Last

year alone, it cost about $12,000 in staff time to file

cards. The cost of the catalog cards was $5,000.

"There will be some savings of staff time and other

ongoing savings with the new system," Kearley said,

"but the overall cost of the new system will be
greater than the present manual library system."

Kearley worked with the Office of University

Relations staff, particularly Don Dupree, to draft a
proposal which was sent to the Booth Ferris

Foundation last February. They applied for

$200,000, and received word in July that the library

was going to receive $100,000 for the project.

Kearley estimated that in order to have a fully

operational system, the total cost will be $750,000.
He is continuing to work with the University

Relations staff in order to raise the additional

$650,000 through other grants and gifts.

BY KRISTIN C. DIETRICH

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31: Sewanee Preview
sponsored by the Admissions office in the Bishop's

Common large and small lounges.

Come support the men's soccer team as they

challenge visiting Rose-Hulman Institute. Home
game starts at 11:00 a.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1: Soprano Marvis
Martin performs in Guerry Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.

All Saints' Day. Choral Evensong at 5:30 p.m.

in All Saints' Chapel.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3: The men's soccer

team takes on Hiwassee College at 3:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5: The volleyball

team challenges Maryville College at 6:00 p.m.

The Cinema Guild free movie of the week is The

Flavor of Green Tea Over Rice. Show starts at 7:30.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7: Come support the

men's soccer team as they challenge Vanderbilt

University in their final game of the regular season

at 11:00 a.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12: A Great Wall is

the Cinema Guild free movie of the week in the

Sewanee Union Theatre.

Cathryn Ennis presents an organ recital in AH
Saints' Chapel at 8:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17: EQB leader Dr.

Robert Lundin speaks on Ireland at 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19: Phi Beta Kappa
speaker Michael J. Piore will speak in the Bishop's

Common large lounge at 8:00 p.m.

Of Human Bondage is the Cinema Guild free

movie of the week in the Sewanee Union Theatre.
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Committee Recommends New Chaplain
BY BECKY BUDD

ALMOST A YEAR has passed since the

University Office of Public Relations issued a press

release announcing the resignation of Reverend

Millsaps as University Chaplain. Meanwhile, the

Vice-Chancellor and his advisory committee have

been at work to find one individual to recommend to

the Board of Trustees for the office of Chaplain.

They have finally decided upon the Reverend Samuel

Thames Lloyd in, current Rector of the Church of St.

Paul and the Redeemer in Chicago.

Vice-Chancellor Ayres implemented a new
selection process involving a committee of faculty,

administration, community members, and students to

arrive at this important decision.

Ayres appointed the following people to serve as

members of the committee: the Rt. Rev. C.

Fitzsimmons Allison, C.C., Bishop of South

Carolina; the Rt. Rev. George L. Reynolds, D.D.,

Diocese of Tennessee; the Very Rev. Robert

Giannini, Dean, the School of Theology; Mr. John

Coldwell, member of the Board of Trustees; Professor

Edwin Stirling; Professor Waring McCrady; Mrs.

Marian Ellcdgc, University Counsellor; and students

Pat Guerry, Becky Hopkins, Amy Louttit, Jonathan
Hartiens, and Renia Rush from the college, and Ms.
Mary Margaret Saxon from the School of Theology.

THE COMMITTEE BEGAN by advertising in

national church publications and local periodicals

such as the Sewanee News. They then began to

review the resumes of 140 proposed nominees. After

eight meetings the committee had cut the list to six,

whom they interviewed over a two-day period in

Nashville last month.

The interviews were followed by a five-hour

meeting, which committee chairman Ted Stirling

described as "intense, but never rancorous." At the

close of this meeting, the committee had finally

selected three persons to recommend to the Vice-

Chancellor, who, in turn, interviewed the three

himself and decided upon one to recommend to the

Board of Trustees.

Vice-Chancellor Ayres expressed his gratitude for

the input of students and other community members
and said that the committee presented him with "three

New Firm to Manage Emerald-Hodgson
THE UNIVERSITY and Methodist Health

Systems have reached a preliminary agreement which

will give Methodist Systems management of the

Emerald-Hodgson Hospital. The lease between the

university and Erlanger Health Services, under which

the hospital has operated for the last five years, is

being terminated.

Methodist Health Systems was selected over a

number of health care firms for management of the

university-owned hospital after Erlanger Health

Services, Inc proposed to relinquish their contract.

"Our agreement with Methodist Health Systems

will enable us to continue excellent medical care to

the people on the mountain and surrounding area and

will give us the added services of a larger hospital in

the Methodist Hospital in Winchester," Vice-

Chancellor and President Robert M. Ayres, Jr. said.

Methodist Health Systems agreement will

include care through on-site community services at

Emerald-Hodgson Hospital; a superior transportation

system; effective communication between all health

care providers and access to all services at Methodist

Hospital of Middle Tennessee (MHMT) in

Winchester.

Methodist Health Systems senior vice president

George E. Trent said, "We are recommending a new,

innovative and flexible relationship providing health

care services which are readily adaptable to the

changing community needs or demands.

THE NEW lviEDWAt CARE delivery system

will continue many services currently available at

Emerald-Hodgson including emergency services, acute

care, skilled care, intermediate care, swing bed care,

diagnostic services, and home health services. The

new services will be supported by full ambulance

service and a non-emergency transportation system.

The current ambulance will be upgraded to full cardiac

status. The University's ambulance program will be

integrated into the new approach and education will be

provided by the system.

Some diagnostic and treatment programs
previously done at Emerald-Hodgson will be moved

to MHMT in Winchester. Among those services

scheduled to be done there are Cat-scanning, nuclear

medicine, ultrasound, or similar sophisticated

diagnostic procedures. Surgery, including

gynecological surgery, and deliveries will be done at

MHMT. All intensive care services will also be

available at MHMT which is currently planning a

new and enlarged unit,

"One of our concerns in the selection of a new

management firm was the current employees of the

hospital," Ayres said. "We have been assured,

following an evaluation of staffing needs, that any

employee who must be laid off will have first option

for other vacancies at Emerald-Hodgson of vacancies

at MHMT or any other Methodist Health Systems
facility or service," he said.

While a final agreement has not been completed

and may take some time, it is expected to be business

as usual, with a few changes, when Methodist Health

Systems take over the 'management qfj Emerald-
Hodgson beforeNovember 1.

Shaver Receives Grant for Mineral Research
ASSISTANT' PROFESSOR of geology

Stephen A.' Shaver has received an $18,000 grant

from the Petroleum Research Fund of the American

Chemical Society to study the textural and chemical

variations of clay minerals deposited by hydrothermal

fluids.

The goals of his study are to show how clay

variations can be used to understand the fluids that

deposited the clays, especially the source of the fluids

and their flow rates and direction. Results from the

study are expected to be applicable in ground water

problems in environmental studies, and to the

exploration and understanding of oil reservoirs and

mineral deposits.

A portion of the research requires measuring the

temperatures, at which ihe clays formed, to measure

such temperatures, Shaver has purchased a

microscope with an attached fluid-inclusiqn heating

and freezing stage. The stage will enable "Shaver to

work on his study at Sewanee and continue to teach

geology in the university's College of Arts and

Sciences. The other lab portion of his research will

be completed over the next two summers at the

facilities of the U.S. Geological Survey in Denver,

Colorado.

very good candidates." Also pleased was Dr. Stirling,

who said, "The committee worked with admirable

diligence and good humor and is to be congratulated

for its patience and good judgment. It was a privilege

to serve as its chairman."

THE REVEREND LLOYD is 37 years old and

is currently Rector of St. Paul and the Redeemer in

Chicago. He graduated from the University of

Mississippi with Honors in 1971, after which he

served in the Air Force for four years. He has his

Master's degree in English from Georgetown and ^

Ph.D. in English from the University of Virginia.

He is a graduate of Virginia Theological Seminary

and has served both as Assistant Professor of English

and Assistant Professor of Religious Studies at the

University of Virginia. Before going to Chicago, he

was Assistant to the Rector at St. Paul's in

Charlottesville.

The Board of Trustees will meet on November 6

and 7 to vote on whether to approve the Reverend

Lloyd for installation as University Chaplain.

THE WELLNESS COMMITTEE will sponsor
a program to discuss "Fast Foods" November 10 at

7:00pm in the B.C. lounge. Dietician Betty Foreman
will conduct the program with slides and discussion

to inform the students of the nutritional value (or lack

thereof) of "Fast Foods" and alternatives to the ever-
popular unhealthy foods which offer little nutritional

value for late-night studiers.

THE SEWANEE CHAPTER of the American
Red Cross will hold a blood drive in Lower Cravens

on Wednesday, November 4, 1987 . The drive will

last from 12:00 to 6:00 p.m. The drive is being

sponsored by the Pre-Med Club (Alpha Epsilon

Delta) with assistance by the Sewanee Emergency
Medical Service. As usual, there will be a prize for

the fraternity and women's dormitory with the highest

percentage given.

The Red Cross needs your blood! Remember
you cannot get aids by donating blood. For

further information, please contact Chip Byers

through the SPO.

C. CALDWELL MARKS, a Birmingham,

Alabama businessman and 1942 graduate of the

University of the South, was named the university's

distinguished alumnus during Homecoming weekend.

Marks, a native of Birmingham, was honored at the

university's homecoming dinner for his distinguished

-bQSrTress*"careeras*we1faS"for his "service to his

community and to the university.

A co-founder of both Motion Industries, Inc., and

B.E. & K.,Inc,, he serves on the board of directors of

both firms and retired as president of Motion

Industries in 1983. He also serves on the board of

directors of Genuine Parts Company and Seako, Inc.,

and is vice-chairman of Porter, White, arid Yardley

Companies, Inc.

; ' WHILE ACHIEVING a successful business

career, Marks has also distinguished himself in

community service. He serves as co-chairman of the

Jefferson County, Alabama United Way, and

president of the Children's Hospital of Alabama, the

Workshop for the Blind, the Children's Aid Society,

and St. Vincent's Foundation. He is chairman of the

Birmingham Committee of 100 and the Midtown
Redevelopment Commission of Birmingham, He is

SEE PAGE 14



OPINION
Liberal Arts
Challenge Faith
BY STEVE SMITH

A NUMBER OF my fellow students at

Hamilton Hall heard the following line from some of

their church friends before entering seminary: "Now
don't let that seminary take away your faith."

There seems to be a general fear in the Church at

large about linking seminary training and liberal arts

education. After all, in liberal arts education one

holds nothing as truly sacrosanct. All values, all

beliefs all preconceptions are open to challenge,

question, inspection and investigation. Knowledge

comes from probing the depths of meaning by tearing

away and going beyond what is superficial. But when

it comes to faith, we put up a road block. Surely a

person's personal faith need not be subjected to

challenge, questioning, inspection or investigation.

Questioning faith, including its articulation and

Lhe way one lives out that faith in the world, is not

easy. Maybe that is why we are so afraid to do it.

After two and a half years of seminary I can say that

such a task is difficult.

Lei me point out one example. In seeking

ordained ministry' I had to face a critique, not only of

the Christian faith and how I had appropriated it, but

how and why I felt that faith had led me to seek

ordination. I had to face the fact that at least some of

what I perceived as a call from God was more
delusion and fantasy than encounter with a living

God. I had to face the fact that what I saw in myself

as gifts for ministry in the Church were at least as

much hints of arrogance and megalomania as they

were actual skills and talents.

EXAMINING MY PERCEIVED call to

ordination often felt like doing an operation on
myself, in the presence of many witnesses, without

benefit of an anesthetic, and with a mirror placed in

just the right spot to give me a clear view of the

whole bloody scene. Though sometimes painful, I

gained a great deal from such an experience. Most
notably. I gained a deeper appreciation for what il

means to be called to the ordained ministry.

Yet when we examine the Christian faith, in

general, and not as something specific like a personal

call to ministry, we can get frightened. When we
look at the Christian tradition, the Bible, or the

Prayer Book, with the critical eye of a libera! arts

perspective, we may hesitate. After all, faith has to

do with our ultimate concern. Do I dare question

what is ultimate for me? Do 1 dare question what has

been handed down to me by generation after

generation, and which has ultimate significance

attached to it? Such an investigation of something
held so dearly may feel like melting down the family

silver to determine its chemical properites; and all for

the sake of knowledge. Such things simply are not

done.

And so, we resist. Witness the controversy
brewing in the Southern Baptist Convention as their

seminaries struggle with the idea of applying liberal

arts criticism to the Bible. Those in power say it

cannot be done; while students and professors assert

academic freedom and the importance of the liberal

arts critique. Not so far from home, the Episcopal
Church has sometimes resisted critique of its Prayer
Book, even in a liberal arts setting like a seminary.

FOR EXAMPLE, the Episcopal Church has
recently used experimental texts in seminaries to

ascertain what an inclusive language liturgy might
look like. These texts have been used and studied for

the purpose of critiquing what we do now, with the

See page 14

From the

Wellness Council
BY BETH PADGETT

AS CHILDREN all of us need love,

understanding, and a sense that we are valued. We do

not all receive the stable environment we crave.

Alcoholic parents are often erratic and unpredictable,

sometimes bestowing affection one day and severe

criticism the next. Some alcoholic parents just

withdraw from the rest of the family. Children adapt

to this insecure environment by adopting methods to

protect themselves and by accepting responsibility for

their own lives at a very early age.

Children of an alcoholic parent often believe that

the family's problems are their fault. They struggle

daily to keep the family together and hold on to the

dream of a storybook life which never comes to be.

These children lack a healthy role model for

effectively expressing love, affection, and even anger.

Emotions arc denied and suppressed. Unfortunately,

when we suppress our anger, our ability to feel joy

and excitement are also suppressed.

Children from alcoholic families often feel

ashamed of the family and guilty for feeling ashamed.

They are hesitant to invite other children to the home

since they never know what mood their parents will

be in. These children often assume that they must
not be lovable because the parents have not had the

energy or ability to spend time with them and
encourage their emotional development. As a result,

children of alcoholics often find it difficult to develop

close friendships.

THE REPRESSED EMOTIONS can lead to

other difficulties such as psychosomatic illnesses,

anxiety, depression, eating disorders, compulsive
behavior, and substance abuse. Children of alcoholics

are three to four times more likely to become
alcoholic than the general population, most likely

because of a genetic factor believed to increase the

risk of developing this progressive and potentially

fatal disease. Fifty percent of these children will

marry an alcoholic, permitting the pattern to be
repealed. More than half of the family violence in the

United States has been related to alcoholism and
incest is twice as likely in these homes.

Healing can occur for these children. Often,

they are already adults themselves before they can
admit that a parent was alcoholic. This is particularly

true if the parent continues to deny the alcoholism

and has never sought treatment. The adult children of

an alcoholic need to see the past realistically and stop

SEE PAGE 14

Careful Administration KeepsTradition
BY BECKY KUSTER

TRADITION IS AN INTEGRAL part of
Sewanee life, not just tradition such as the dress code
and ties with Oxford, but weekends like the one just

passed. Alumni Homecoming has become a tradition

in the minds of many. Party Weekend, now officially

referred to as Festival Weekend, allows present and
past students to socialize and make new friends on the

basis of their common Sewanee background. Alumni
will continue coming back to Sewanee, so it becomes
important to keep the spirit of Party Weekend alive.

This spirit could be destroyed by too many
restrictions.

The University is faced with the very real threat

of liability for any injury which occurs during, or is

related to a function associated with it. With the

abundance of people and parties, the chance for injury

is significantly greater than usual during
Homecoming Weekend. As a result, the
administration would probably be justified in severely
limiting students' activities by restricting parties and
the presence of alcohol. Of course, the students

wouldn't see any justifications for such horrid

limitations.

Both alumni and students, as well as others,

experience an important tradition during these three

days. Party Weekend disproves the "elitist" theory

that some people attribute to Sewanee, because the

students are hospitable and friendly. We share our

parties, music , and fellowship as well as let total

strangers stay in our rooms. This tradition must

continue because it is an important part of our

institution's history and shows the "well-roundedness"

of the students. After all, books comprise only one

aspect of an education.

BY WORKING WITH the students to allow a

tradition to continue, the administration has faced and

successfully dealt with problems that may occur

during Alumni Homecoming. Continuing to allow

the many parties and extended dorm hours is

representative of the University's concession to

tradition. By encouraging the students to take

advantage of such services as the extended hours at

SEE PAGE 14
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Letters to the Editor

T-Shirts No Worse Than
Other Sewanee Elitist Garb

Dear Editor,

Although Fall Party Weekend has come and gone,

and visions of bottomless kegs and endless crowds
have been replaced by thoughts of Shakespearean
sonnets and Calculus quizzes, I cannot allow the

memories of the grand occasion to fade until I have
spoken my piece. I am deeply concerned about the

nature of all of the hoopla that erupted over a certain

Party Weekend T-shirt slogan. I would like, in

particular, to address the hostile letter, written by
Roger D. Hodge, which appeared in the last issue of
THE SEWANEE PURPLE.

In his letter, Mr. Hodge asserted that he, and
"everyone [he'd] talked to "had been highly offended

by the slogan on t-shirts being sold by the Phi Kappa
Epsilon Sorority. He stated that the slogan, which
reads "I'M NOT AN IMPORT. / I WAS
ACCEPTED-SEWANEE PARTY WEEKEND," is

"exactly the kind of crap" that is responsible for

Sewanee's reputation for educating "a bunch of rich

snobs." Moreover Mr. Hodge accused the slogan of
being equally as offensive as the bumperstickers sold

last year which read "IF YOU HAVEN'T HEARD OF
SEWANEE YOU PROBABLY CAN'T AFFORD
IT." Mr. Hodge
also implies that both this year's "IMPORT" t-shirts

and last year's bumper stickers are so highly offensive

because they attempt to "cash in on Sewanee's elitist

tradition."

The magnitude of hostility that has been ignited

over this matter is far too great to be spent on
something so trivial as a Party Weekend t-shirt

slogan which, if taken in it's intended meaning,
cannot possibly be the monster that Mr. Hodge has

portrayed it to be in his letter. It is interesting that

Mr. Hodge can an express such animosity for a
slogan he doesn't understand. "I wonder, though," he

says in his confusion concerning the design itself,"lf

this is not what you mean to imply, what exactly do
you mean? Obviously, I have missed something."

Obviously you have. At the risk of bursting a

bubble or two, as a member of the sorority that

produced the shirts I can assure you that there is no
hidden symbolism in its design. Vanderbilt, "Bama,"
and the University of Tennessee were represented on
the design only because of their proximity. Call me
crazy, but I took the slogan to be a humorous means
of keeping Sewanee students from getting lost in the

tide of unfamiliar faces that rolls in every Party

Weekend.

If any student can place this harmless t-shirt

slogan in the same category with last year's

bumperstickers, then Sewanee must work a little

harder to educate its students. I, and "everyone I've

talked to" agree that this issue is not even debatable.

I am perhaps most amused by the repulsion that

Mr. Hodge and

others who share his views have adopted toward any

traces of elitism here at Sewanee. If elitism disturbs

you, then I suggests you abandon your persecution

of the meager cotton t-shirt and attack those items of

clothing which represent true elitism. You might

want to start with something small. Sewanee's most

popular elitist fashion accessory is the colored ribbon.

They come in a variety of fashionable colors, but

only a chosen few are allowed to

wear them. From here you will want to look for

something bigger, more substantial. May I suggest a
kilt, or perhaps, a cape? And for your finale, a black

cotton, polyester, or poly-cotton blend, cut just above
the ankle. . .Or if you must be consistent in your
rejection of the t-shirt, I can think of at least

seventeen t-shirts that require recognition.

Unlike all of these items, the Party Weekend t-

shirt slogan that has outraged Mr. Hodge can be worn
by each and every student enrolled in The University

of the South.

Sincerely,

Lesley C. Grant

T-Shirt Message Elitist But
Perhaps Unintentional

Dear Editor,

Last Friday night, the letter to the editor

concerning the PKE Party Weekend T-shirts was
brought to my attention. First, I would like to

express my sincere apologies to Roger Hodge and the

Sewanee community for the apparent offensive nature

of the T-shirt logo, and I must say that I agree with

Roger about the elitist connotations of the logo,

whether unintentional or not. Secondly, I'd like to

set a few things straight about that lpgo: the logo

was designed completely apart from what was written

on the back of the shirt. It was my understanding,

before I drew the logo, that the back of the shirt was
to read, "I Go To School Here," rather than "I Was
Accepted." I even raised an eyebrow at the possible

condescending connotation of the former, ~butl finally

decided that a tastefully drawn design could make "I

Am Not An Import. I Go To School Here ..." a
simple declarative sentence stating a mere fact

without being derrogatory. With this in mind, I

chose to represent three schools where most of my
friends from home study: Vanderbilt, UT, and
Alabama. I attempted to depict a happy lot cruising

through the gates of the Domain, looking forward to

a fun-filled weekend at Sewanee. I did not feel that

the logo I drew for the front of the T-shirt was
condescending or offensive in any way. I would not

want one of my friends at Vanderbilt to feel

unwelcome or offended by the design. After all, I'd

certainly want to feel welcome on Vanderbilt's

campus if I were to visit.

The day after I turned in the logo, I heard that the

sorority had met and decided to change the colors of

my logo. Disturbed that artistic license was taken

with my own artwork without my consent, I

confronted one of the officers in charge. In the course

of the conversation with her, I learned not only that

the colors were altered, but that the meaning of the

drawing had been distorted as well since the sorority

had taken a revote on a more critical matter; they

decided to print on the back of the shirt, "I Was
Accepted" rather than "I Go To School Here" as I was
led to believe. This was also done without my
knowledge. At the instant I learned of this, I reacted

in protest, comparing the logo to "If you haven't

heard of Sewanee . .
." bumper sticker, and the PKE

officer was obviously irritated that I would dare

compare their shirts with those bumper suckers.

As if the "mere" alteration of the reading on the

back of the T-shirt wasn't offensive enough, the shirt

was advertised in such a fashion as to leave no

question about the unfounded, haughty attitude which

distorts the original intent of my artwork. It reads,

"We've all had our share of Party Weekend Imports

who litter Sewanee, trash our dorms and frat houses,

drink our , and make general nuisances of

themselves. Let people know that you are not an
import! Ever noticed that imports don't dance?" This

is not the kind of "humor" that I would expect anyone

to "take in stride." I am embarrassed that my name is

associated with such thoughtless, unnecessary

statements, as if Sewanee students never did these

things.

I would have done justice to everyone, including

myself, had I simply refused to allow the sorority to

use my logo unless they dropped the slogan, "I Was
Accepted." Therefore, I am partially at fault since I

did not act to correct something which I believed to

be wrong. In this regard, I was thoughtless.

I want my artwork to make people happy. I love

Sewanee, and I want others to feel welcome and
comfortable when they visit the mountain. Though
probably unintentional, "I Was Accepted" pushed my
artwork beyond any limits of good taste. I think it's

rather bold and false to imply that Sewanee students

are any better than students from other schools, but I

think I am not mistaken in saying that the T-shirt did

not represent the attitude of everyone in the sorority

either.

I will think more carefully about the

connotations and denotations of the things I express

in writing, pictures, or otherwise. I agree with Roger
Hodge. I wish I had never drawn the logo. I hope
this will be a lesson to all involved, that we must
think about the things we do so that we will be able

to support them when challenged and held

responsible. Simply put, let's think before we act.

Our actions usually affect others apart from ourselves.

I am, once again, sorry.

Sincerely,

Randall Lancaster

T-Shirt Intended to be Humorous,
Not Offensive

Dear Editor,

Last issue's letter to the editor from Roger

Hodge about the t-shirts (referred to as "crap", I

believe), elicits one of two types of response: a well

thought-out, calm, and objective response, or one

which is in like obnoxious character. I have chosen

to respond with the latter. (Keeping in mind that this

is just my opinion. ..and leaving out the righteous

indignation).

I don't quite see where you get rich snobs

from "I AM NOT AN IMPORT. I WAS
ACCEPTED". Personally, I was accepted because I

met the academic criteria, and I'm proud of that. As a

matter of fact, I'd love everyone in the world to know

that I go to Sewanee-live here, learn here, and

PARTY here, on a day to day basis. Think of it this

way Roger, if you lived in Florida, you would

probably want the tourists to know that you're not a

visitor, you really live there. You're not just there

for a day at the beach. Get it? (You said you missed

something, I'm just trying to explain it to you).

You asked if this meant that (the "ambitious

Greek organization") thinks everyone who goes to

other universities were turned down here? (I doubt

there are too many people at Vandy who went there

because they couldn't get into Sewanee, what do you

think?) Despite the fact that your question has no

grounding in reason, I will respond with my opinion,

so perhaps you can understand. No. To return to the

beach analogy, I also don't think that everyone who

goes to the beach wants to live in Florida. But there

sure are a lot of people there on Spring Break, aren't

there?

I believe you're taking this shirt a little too

literally, don't you? I mean, do you think everyone

with a "Dawgs are #1" t-shirt thinks that you spell

dog with a "w", and that they are the highest ranking

team in tha nation? I doubt it. Personally, I plan to

buy one of these shirts, and wear it at home. I

suppose I might offend someone, but this would only

be after I finish explaining what and whereSewanee is.

See page 11
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Foreman Studies at Museum ofNatural History
BY SHARON KANTONIE

PROFESSOR OF B 10 LO GY William

Foreman pursued his interests in vertebrate

paleontology and the history of science during a one-

semester sabbatical last year.

For the first three weeks of his sabbatical, the

University arranged for Dr. Foreman to visit the

American Museum of Natural History in New York

City. There he worked in the department of

Vertebrate Paleontology, and had access to the other

departments as well.

After making the most of his New York

opportunity. Dr. Foreman then came back to Sewanee

to study the history of science, looking at the more

general underlying ideas behind the specific scientific

concepts of particular eras.

He will be leaching a course in "The Great Ideas

of Science" next semester. He particularly loves to

teach this course because of its unique mixture of

natural science with social science, philosophy, and

religion. The course explores the changes leading to

the way different eras analyze the universe. He will

be given the direct opportunity to apply what he

learned during his "unencumbered" sabbatical directly

to this course.

BEFORE COMING TO SEWANEE in 1963,

Dr. Foreman taught for two years at Wofford, spent

one year at the Maryland School of Physics leaching

zoology and physiology and then taught seven years

at Pfeiffer University.

After coming to Sewanee he spent the first ten of

his years here heavily involovcd in research. Now
Professor Foreman spends most of his time in other

pursuits, as acquiring funds for research became more

difficult. In addition, he was appointed Chairman of

his Department, adding many responsibilities to his

normal teaching load.

Dr. Foreman is currently writing a book on

general introductory science, of which he has

completed seven chapters. He also serves on the

Board of Trustees and the Board of Scientific Advisors

at Highlands near Spartanburg, NC, a place where

biologists can study plants and animals in different

habitats.

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1987

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

^THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALL ARIZONA 85306

Interviews may be scheduled at

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES

Professor Foreman mingle. i his laboratory.

Dr. Foreman became involved with Highlands

when he went there to complete comparative studies

on small mammals in 1959. He explains that

Highlands is not a large organization but rather tries

to help the people whom the large agencies are not

likely to help, providing grants to graduate students

and professors. So while not actively pursuing

research of his own, Dr. Foreman finds satisfaction in

helping others.
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Sewanee Nominates Fourfor Watson Fellowships
BY DENNY KEZAR

FOR FOUR YEARS Sewanee has participated

among fifty liberal arts colleges in a nationwide

competion for the Watson Fellowship. This

Fellowship provides the recipient with a post graduate

year of independent study and travel abroad, with a

grant of S13,000 for an unmarried recipient, and

SI 8,000 for married Fellows. Understandably,

competition for this award is tough, and

congratulations are in order for David Ariasingam,

Jenifer Bobo, Bess Hogan, and Margaret Loftin, who
have been selected as Scwanec's 1987 candidates. As

Dean Croom says these students, "have only one

more hurdle to clear," a one hour interview with a

member of the Watson Foundation.

These students were chosen from ten applicants

on the basis of the proposals they submitted for their

intended study abroad, and by their ability to carry

out their proposals. Projects and plans the applicants

submit are not subject to value judgments by the

University, because the Foundation does not base its

selections on how they will contribute to society: .as

stated in a program brochure, the purpose of the

Fellowship is "to provide Fellows an opportunity for

a focused and disciplined Wanderjahr of their own
devising."

THE PROPOSALS SUBMITTED by these

finalists vary widely. David Ariasingam, a biology

major, plans to study medical care in India, China,

and Australia, in preparation for medical school later

on. Jenifer Bobo, an English major, wants to study

the way secondary school teachers are viewed in

England, France, West Germany, Japan, and Sweden,

((fajJ^^j^^jfr^fc

Dean Croom meets with two Watson nominees, Margaret

and to compare these views to attitudes Americans

have toward teachers. Bess Hogan plans to use her

knowledge in theater to study the cultural aspects of

Balinesian theater. Margaret, who is a psychology

major, intends to study the social development of

preschool children in Spain, Singapore, and to

compare this development with similar age groups in

the United States.

While these nominations are great compliments

to the academic achievements of the finalists, it is

also a great distinction for Sewanee to be included in

Loftin and David Ariasingam.

the fifty colleges qualified for nominating candidates.

The school does not apply for this honor, but is

invited on the basis of standards set by the Watson
Foundation. Dr. Croom, Sewanee's Watson
representative since Sewanee began participating in

the contest, notes that eighty awards will be given

this year, instead of the seventy usually awarded.

While in the past Sewanee has produced no more than

two Fellows in a single year, this increase may allow

more Sewanee graduates an opportunity to enjoy such

an ideal year abroad.

Forensics Team Competes in Earlybird
BY MICHAEL DUNAWAY

LITTLE KNOWN TO MOST students, the

fledgling Sewanee Forensics Association made a

roaring entrance into the debate scene two weeks ago,

sending a two-man team to the Vanderbilt Earlybird,

one of the biggest tournaments in the country. The

tandem of Michael Dunaway and James Trask

mustered a 3-5 record in what was the first

intercollegiate competition for Sewanee's newest

competing student organization, which was chartered

last spring.

The chartered purpose of the Forensics

Association is to promote the study of forensics (or

rhetoric) as an integral part of the liberal arts

experience. This experience is fostered through such

activities as debate, oral interpretation,

extemporaneous persuasive speaking, essay, and other

events. While many tournaments include all of these

competitions, the Vanderbilt Earlybird was solely

debate. Nevertheless, it represented the culmination of

the first stage of a long labor to organize and shape

the Association into a competing group.

THE EARLYBIRD INCLUDED the two major

types of collegiate debate, NEDT and CEDA. The
topic this semester for CEDA (of which the SFA is a

member) is "Resolved that continued U.S. covert

involvement in Central America would be

undesirable." Dunaway and Trask managed to defeat

Austin Peay, East Tennessee State, and Meridian,

while falling short in generally close rounds to five

schools, including three teams qualifying for finals

eliminations (U.A.B., Emory, and William and

Mary).

The Sewanee team surprised several opponents

by introducing arguments with a twist, including

Socialism on affirmative (Socialism is good;

therefore we shouldn't fight it) and New Right on

negative (if we stop covert involvement the New
Right will take action). "We managed to find new
angles that people had not thought of yet, which

automatically gives you an edge in debate," said

Trask.

With the cancellation of the Nashville Novices

tournament last weekend, the Association is presently

considering participation in the remaining

tournaments this semester, including competitions at

Duke and Emory.

• Sco.bo.ouoh end Othet Fie

Custom Picture Framing
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F U R N I S H I N G S
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SPORTS
Samko's Squad Perfect at Home

COACH TODD WHITE'S policy of requiring

freshman soccer players to postpone fraternity rush

for one year has caused considerable recent discussion.

Many claim that players have the "right" to make that

decision for themselves. I think that this notion

deserves some consideration.

A coach holds a unique position at a university.

Unlike a professor, he is rarely accountable for his

actions. That is, whereas a student might go to the

Dean if he is having problems in the classroom, a

player either acquiesces or doesn't continue to

participate. This is not a situation unique to Sewanee,

it is simply the nature of the coaching position.

There is a catch, however. The coach must win . . .

soon. The trade-off is clear.

So what exactly does this mean for the player?

Well, players in all sports end up having to sacrifice

many freedoms. Some of these frequently include: the

freedom to drink alcohol when they want, the freedom

to go to sleep when they want, and the freedom to

determine when or when not to study. What these

have in common is that, if not controlled, they can

result in a drop in the players performance ( i.e.

playing on three hours sleep, gelling drunk the night

before a game, or failing out of school).

SO WHY SHOULD FRATERNITY
involvement not be fair game for a coach's

restrictions? Some would maintain that it's not worth
it to miss out on rush for one year. Super. Don't
play. 1 know for a fact thai, early in the year, when
some freshmen chose not to play soccer. Coach
White was quite understanding about their plight. The
point is, though, that they weren't willing to give
him the necessary commitment.

Others assert that there shouldn't be such a
serious commitment to athletics at Sewanee.
Presumably, these people would say that all of the

"rules and regulations" surrounding playing soccer
would detract from more important things, like

education. This just doesn't make sense. How can
one even begin to argue that a student is going to be
belter off going through fraternity rush than he would
be if he played soccer. First, it's no secret that rush
greatly enhances the opportunity for social activities

by a freshman (wink.wink). But more importantly,

Coach While requires a study hall for struggling

students. Priorities for a soccer player are, withoul
exception, academics first, soccer second. One could
only wish that a freshman rushee would be
encouraged to maintain these same guidelines.

BUT WAIT, you're saying to yourself, that's

why we have football-soccer rush, to lake the pressure

off of these players. Who are we kidding? Football
and soccer players get rushed from day one—maybe
not as intensely, but it happens.

Finally, opponents of this policy are faced with

one disturbing fact. Freshman soccer players are

making their biggest contribution since White has

been here. In other words, in record numbers, they

seem willing to sacrifice one year of being in a

fraternity to play soccer. And as if that isn't enough,
they are having their best season of White's tenure.

It would seem to me that Coach White is not

only winning, but he is doing it with a policy that

his players seem willing to accept. Hmmm. Maybe
it's their decision after all.

BY BRAD POTTER
COACH BILL SAMKO and his Sewanee Tiger

football team accomplished many things Saturday

with their 38-13 demolition of rival Washington and

Lee University.

For starters, it assured Sewanee of a winning

season, a big tribute to first-year coach Bill Samko

and his tough and very young team. Secondly, it

capped an undefeated season at home. Though McGec

Field is no Death Valley, the Tigers definitely owned

an impressive home field advantage throughout the

season. The average margin of victory in the Tiger's

lair was a whopping 24 points.

The victory came in front of a packed
homecoming crowd. In attendance were many area

high school football prospects. The good crowds and

lopsided victories the past two weeks were definitely

good for recruiting.

Coach Samko and his young coaching staff

continue to do a tremendous job of getting each

player to perform to his potential. Sewanee's success

this year is an example of how good coaching and

hard work can produce victories. One can only expect

the victories to continue in the future as the younger

coaches and players get to know each other better.

THE TIGERS SEEM to have found the perfect

blend between the old and the new. On offense,

Bobby Morales (1336 yds. ,9 TDs) appears ageless in

the pocket, and is having his best season (he has also

done a solid job handling the kicking.) His favorite

targets, senior Avery Neely (21 catches, 336 yds. ,4

TDs) and junior Will Meadows (24 catches,480 yds.,

4TDs) , have proven very reliable.

Freshmen, on the other hand, occupy the

starting backfield and tight end positions. Mark
Barineau (505 yds.,4 TDs) at fullback and Wayne
Buchanan (351 yds., 3 TDs) at tailback provide a

solid ground force, which takes some heat off Morales

and helps to open the airways. Tight end Kevin

Vaughn, with 19 catches for 207 yards, is third on the

team in receptions.

The defense is led by heavy-hitung senior Charlie

Cutcliffe who leads the team with 79 total tackles at

linebacker. The defensive line is anchored by

freshman noseguard Ray McGowan, who has sacked

the opposing quarterback five times, to lead the team.

The secondary has been consistent, led by freshman

Bill Ward and juniors Roy Jordan and Todd Hurst

,

each with two interceptions.

Though at times up to 11 freshmen have started,

this is a team that seems to have the right chemistry.

In the words of their coach,"these guys care a lot

about each other."

"THIS A GREAT TEAM, without a lot of

great individuals. We have good talent and are

competitive, but we don't have a lot of depth,"

Samko added. Samko continued to stress the team

concept, saying,"They are dedicated and enthusiastic.

They paid the price to get where they are."

Though excited about a winning season, Samko

was quick to point out that the team still needs

work, saying that "we are happy, but not satisfied."

If that kind of attitude and the way the team has

performed the past two weeks are any indication of

things to come, then this is a team that has a chance

to do great things in the future.

If any one thing typified Sewanee's game against

Rhodes it was the big play, or the Tigers inability to

come up with it The Tigers decided they would make

sure not to leave the big play on the chalkboard

against their next opponent. The unlucky victim?

Maryville.

The Scots brought a decent team to McGec Field

and probably were unaware of the thrashing they

would receive. It was Maryville, though, that drew

first blood with a big play of their own, a 50 yd. field

goal, to take an early 3-0 lead.

CHARLIE CUTCLIFFE (18 tackles,4 for

losses) and the rest of the ball-hawking Tiger defense

had other plans for the Scots. Particlarly standing out

was Todd Hurst, who picked off two Maryville passes

on the day , though one was called back.

As the Tiger defense kept the visitors in check,

the Sewanee offense was finally able to capitalize on

one of Maryville's five turnovers. Veteran field

general Bobby Morales found Will Meadows a minute

into the second quarter as they hooked up on a 12-

yard scoring strike. Morales point after made it 7-3

Sewanee at the half.

The Tigers figured one half was long enough to

wait before they brought out the big play. Barineau

and the Sewanee offensive line wasted little time

getting the show on the road. The freshman took off

on an option left-a play that would haunt Maryville-

broke the line of scrimmage, and rumbled 44 yards

into the end zone. Sewanee's lead was now 14-3 and

the Scots were reeling.

While the defense continued to get the offense the

ball, one could tell it was only a matter of time

before the Maryville defense would surrender to the

Tiger's offensive onslaught. In a day where the Tigers

had 14 plays gain over 10 yards, Sewanee was lethal

from anywhere on the field. The line that was

instrumental in those gains was anchored by the

performance of junior Tim Corbin.

WITH JUST OVER a minute left in the third

quarter, the Tigers had the ball at their own 23.

Barineau was on his way to a great game (24 carries

for 184 yards and one touchdown) and the Scots

defense was looking for him on this play. The
graying Morales took note and once again ran option

left. This time, though, he used Barineau as a decoy

and turned the play upfield himself. Once again there

was good downfield blocking; Morales and his

deceptive speed did the rest. The result was a 77-yard

touchdown scamper that dashed any hopes that the

Scots had. The kick failed, but the Tigers led

convincingly 20-3.

As the saying goes, "It was all over but the

shoutin'. " Both teams would score again, making the

final score: Sewanee 27, Maryville 9.

Asked about his touchdown run Morales said,

"After the Rhodes game, I thought Coach Samko
was chasing me."

Will Meadows finished the game with four

receptions for 78 yards and two touchdowns. On a bad

note, starting inside linebacker Robert Black went
down with a knee injury and will be sorely missed

until he returns. He was having his best year and was
second on ihe team in tackles with 50.

ON OCTOBER 24, the Tigers thoroughly

dismantled a Washington and Lee team which had

knocked off Centre earlier in the year. Sewanee
outgained the Generals 238 to 37 on the ground while

piling up 31 first downs. The passing attack was just

as effective, as the Tigers totaled 200 yards more than

the visitors.

With freshman starting fullback Mark Barineau

sidelined with a bum ankle, Coach Samko needed

somebody to fill in at that position. Enter Wayne
Buchanan. The steady freshman, previously a starter

at tailback, volunteered his services and opened up
gaping holes for another freshman, Jock Craig, who
romped for 152 yards on 30 carries and four

touchdowns.

Ray McGowan had three-and-a-half of Sewanee's

SEE PAGE 14



'.one looks on as a leammate fightsfor the ball.

iickers Overcome
^ovenant Jinx

IY MATTHEW FARLEY
THE SEWANEE KICKERS accomplished yet

nother feat on Thursday, October 22, as they

ivercame their 18-year jinx by blanking Covenant 1-

The Tigers had never beaten Covenant Coach Todd

Vhite refered to the victory as "getting a monkey off

back."

The Sewanee starters obviously felt the pressure

this lopsided rivalry as after the first goal,

iccording to White, "they played on their heels."

;ovenant actually scored first but the goal was

llified due to an off-sides trap executed by the

Tigers.

The game remained scoreless throughout the

emainder of the first half. With the tension running

gh, Jonathan Hawgood headed a ball across the face

if the goal deflecting it off the opposite post giving

he Tigers the lead. James Murguia assisted Hawgood
rom a perfectly placed corner kick. After the goal

oach White moved midfielder Scott Cone to the

icfense. White, playing a preventive defense, still did -

iot want his team to play tenatively. They

eventually did however, because of the pressure of the

airy. Although this hesitant and somewhat

anicked play disturbed White, he was still pleased

th the victorious result.

PRIOR TO THE COVENANT MATCH the

Tigers lost to the University of Alabama Birmingham

ind defeated Warren Wilson College. At UAB the

Tigers played evenly but were unable to pull off the

Chris Cone scored the only Sewanee goal

against the division one team.

At home the Tigers easily handled Warren

Wilson in a confidence building, 6-0 shut out. The

Tigers showed just how balanced their attack is as the

came from various faces. John Cramer, Scott

Cone, Dennis Darnoi, Jonathan Hawgood, Ted
faynor, and James Murguia all had scores.

The Tigers came off the Covenant win two days

later to beat Milsaps 4-1. Two of the four goals

came from freshman sensation Hawgood. The

remaining two came from Kiyoshi Oka and

defenseman Damoi.

Currently, the Tigers are an undefeated 3-0 in the

College Athletic Conference. The remaining game,

which is consequently for the conference
championship, is against Rose-Hullman. The

improvement in the quality of play of this team over

the past year is evident by rise in conference

standings. According to White, 1986 was a year in

which nothing could go right in the conference for

SEE PAGE 14

Runners Falter in Final Meet
BY HOLLY PATRICK
"WE SIMPLY DID NOT do what we were

trained to do," said Sewanee Women's Cross-Country

Coach Cliff Afton, about his team's disappointing

meet on October 24th. The team traveled to Centre

College in Danville, Kentucky for the Women's
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Championship,

only to lie for third with the hosts for third place out

of four teams competing.

"We won two years in a row, and we wanted to go

back and win for a third year ," Coach Aflon explains.

Afton attributes the "aggravating" loss to a lack of

mental preparation and concentration. He feels that

his team did not "take care of themselves the way

they should have," and did not "take control of the

situation" like they had done in the past.

Asbury College took the first place title at the

meet, with a first-year team, and Rhodes came in

second. Afton said that Sewanee should have beat the

other teams, which he does not feel are better than the

Tigers. Sophomore runner Joely Pomporitz said,

however, that the other teams "should be given credit

for what they accomplished." AH three lop teams

came within five points of each other, making for a

very close race. In addition, Sewanee sophomore

Kristen Mitchell received "fifth place All-

Conference" honors.

EARLIER IN THE MONTH, the Lady Tigers

participated in meets at Fisk in Nashville, and

Oglethorpe in Atlanta. Sewanee got third place out

of six schools at Fisk, with Jackson State and

M.T.S.U. taking first and second nlace. hi

,,„ an impressive performance for the Tigers,

according to Coach Afton, because they were in

competition with Division II "scholarship schools "

Three women ran extremely well, ranking in the lop

eleven runners. They were sophomores Joely

Pomprowilz, Suzy Cahill, and, "running on her own

turf
," Kristen Mitchell, who is from Nashville.

Sewanee continued its excellent showing by

bringing home a second place title from the

Oglethorpe meet. They competed there with seven

schools, and a combination of division ranks. Again,

Suzy Cahill and Kristen Mitchell had a good day, as

did Susan Suarez. Suarcz is a senior

first-year runner, whom Coach Afton describes as

"greatly improved
1 ."

Overall, Aflon said the team has done pretty well.

"We have been placing with seconds and thirds," he

said. "A couple of the freshmen, Cricket Gaumer and

Buffy Moring, came on the team with no experience,

but we have been lucky to have them ." At the same

time, runner Joely Pomprowilz says she can really

feel the loss of some of the top runners of last year.

"The difficulties of Ihis year make me realize how

good we were last year," Pomprowitz said .

The team has two more meets to end the season.

On October 31 they travel to Jasper, Tennessee, to

the "Fall Color Cruise", which is a 10k roadrace,

"just for fun •" Regionals will be in Newport News,
Virginia on November 14th. Ten stales will be
represented, and Ihc meet has been described by Coach
Aflon as "cxlremely competitive

."

Coach CliffAfton oversees warmups before a hard day ofpractice.

BY ARTHUR BEN CHITTY
WE'VE ALL YELLED from Harris Stadium

over McGee Field, "Two Bits, Four Bits, Six Bits, a

Dollar-All for Sewanee stand up and holler," and

that's why we have had four undefeated football

seasons in less than a century-1898, 1899, 1958, and

1963. But do you know where the yell came from?

In the 16th and 17th centuries when the great

pillagers of Mexico and Peru were sending gold by

the billions in galleons to Spain, they began melting

irreplaceable ornaments into "pieces-of-eight," made

famous by Robert Louis Stevenson in Treasure

Island. These coins were also called "Eights Royal"

or "Pillar Dollars." By the 18th century American

colonists were minting their own silver dollars. To

make change, a merchant would saw or chop in half a

dollar and call it "four bits." Smaller change became

a quarter or "two bits." One "bit" was worth 12 and

1/2 cents, or the English equivalent of a shilling.

So there you have the origin of our good luck

cry.
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Hockey Gains Experience Against Opponents
R\ ELIZABETH ROSSI

THE WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY TEAM has

been extremely busy in the past few weeks, playing

eleven matches in which they compiled four wins and

two tics while suffering five losses, to make their

overall record stand up 8-5-2 for the season.

The Tigers traveled to Louisville on September

26-27, where they lied host team Louisville 1-1 even

after going into overtime. They were then defeated 5-

by Si. Louis and 2-0 by Bcllarmine College.

Coach Kim Vandcnberghe said thai the team

played well despile Ihcir losses and that she was quite

satisfied with Iheir performance. She stressed that all

three opponents are Division I schools and these

games do not count on the team's conference record.

She fell the experience of playing Ihese Division I

teams was good for Ihc Tigers, and was especially

pleased with the Louisville tie.

Vandcnberghe withdrew the team from the High

Point Tournament, which they were scheduled to

attend on October 2 and 3, opling instead to use Ihe

team funds to travel to the Deep South Tournament

in Salisbury, North Carolina, in early November,

where she expects they will meet better competition.

IT WILL BE THE FIRST lime Scwanee has

attended this tournament, where the best southern

teams arc usually represented. Vandcnberghe was able

to schedule a practice match with the club team from

Vandcrbilt for Sunday, October 4 instead, and the

Tigers crushed them 5-1.

On October 9, the team traveled to Virginia for

the Virginia Tech Tournament. They lost their first

match to Roanoke 3-1, and then lost a real

heartbreaker to Randolph-Macon 1-0 in the second

overtime with only two seconds remaining.

Their final tournament match ended in a 0-0 tie

with Transylvania, which remained unbroken through

two overtimes. Said Vandenberghe, "the scores are

not indicative of the girls' effort. We were better but

just couldn't score on their turf."

The team's home opener on Parent's Weekend

was exciting as the Tigers defeated Davidson 2-0 in

overtime Saturday morning. They then rallied to beat

Franklin College 5-1 that afternoon, and ended up the

weekend series by losing to the Bluegrass club team

2-1.

On Party Weekend the team was again victorious

over Vanderbilt Club, defeating them 2-1.

EMILY ROBINSON leads the Tigers in scores

and assists with a total of thirteen, followed by Missy

Boyd with seven, and Danielle Gothic with font

Vandebcrghe says she is quite proud of the team's

performance thus far, although she says they have

been set back by the absence of senior Kate Hardy,

who has been out due to injuries.

She commended senior center- halfback Becky
Hopkins for holding together the strong Tiger

defense, and has been especially impressed with the

determination of freshman goalkeeper Alice Nazro,

who has five shutouts to her credit.

Volleyball Team Looks Ahead to Conference Tournament
BY MARIAN MACPHERSON

THE SEWANEE VOLLEYBALL team's record

is now 13-12'. Interestingly, eleven out of their

twelve losses have occurred during tournament play.

These statistics could forbode a poor showing for the

Lady Tigers in the W.I.A.C. conference tournament

to be held November 13 and 14, in Berea, Kentucky.

During the past three years Sewanee has done

well in the conference tournament, placing third in

1984, second in 1985, and second again in 1986,after

a close show down with the Maryville Scots. There

are seven teams in the conference to which Sewanee

belongs.

Four of these are teams which the Tigers have

already played in regular season games. Judging from

these games, as well as from past seasons' results,

competition for the championship should lie among

Sewanee, Asbury and Maryville. So far, the Lady

Tigers have played Asbury once, losing in the

Sewanee Invitational.

The results of Sewanee's two confrontations with

Maryville noticeably lack consistency. When the

Lady Tigers played Maryville here September 19,

they easily defeated the Lady Scots. However,

travelling to Maryville on October 14, the Lady

Tigers losL

SINCE LOSING TO MARYVILLE and

Milligan on Oclober 14, the Lady Tigers have played

four more matches. On Friday, October 16 Sewanee

hosted Fisk in Juhan Gym and scored an inspiring

victory as friends and parents cheered them on. The

following Monday the team travelled to Tennessee

Temple for a tri-maich where they lost to Tennessee

Temple, but defeated Emory.

The next night in Huntsville, the Lady Tigers

won over the U.A.H. Chargers and went on to play

Covenant at home two days later, Thursday, October

22. Playing in an almost deserted gym, Sewanee
defeated Covenant in the record time of forty-five

minutes before many would-be fans had even shown

up.

Only four matches remain for the Lady Tigers

before their Conference Tournament. On Thursday,

November 5, they will play their last home game at

6:00 in Juhan Gymnasium. This game is an

important one not only because it is the last regular

season volleyball game for the Lady Tigers, but also

because it will be a preview of the Conference
Tournament. Before the Conference Tournament on

November 5, Sewanee plays Maryville once again.

Lacrosse Team Swept Away By Tide

BY REG STAMBAUGH
THE SEWANEE LACROSSE team

began its fall season with two weekend

losses, first to Vanderbilt and then to

Alabama. With a chance to improve their

skills for the regular season in the spring,

the Tigers had hoped to defeat the favorites.

The first game, held on Parent's

weekend, was a humiliating crush to the new

Tiger team. Continual Vanderbilt attacks

upon the goal lefi Harold Ball, the starling

goalie, in bruised condition. New recruits

from northern boarding schools reinenforced

the Commodores. One midfielder, rookie

Jamie Rosenburg, scored two of the many
Vanderbilt goals. Despite this, the Tigers

fought back and salvaged a point wilh an

inside shot by Ted Raynor before the end of

ihe game. Thus, the Tigers were again

defeated by the Nashville learn.

In optimism, not all was lost in this

game. The defense was strengthened as the

Vanderbilt midfield swarmed ihe goal, and

the Sewanee attackers realized the need for

more shots in future games. Hence, Sewanee

was still on the path of improvement as seen

in the following Alumni Weekend game.

THE TIGERS STARTED off against

Alabama with a barrage of attacks upon their

goal. Within the first two minutes, Reg

Stambaugh scored, followed by a retaliatory

drive by the Tide to even up the score. Once

again though, Sewanee attacked, as Steve

Garby scored to give Sewanee a 2-1 lead.

Later in the half Alabama penetrated the

Sewanee defense to score two more goals,

but before lime expired, Tiger attackman

Harris Podvey shot to tie the game 3-3.

After Sewanee's halftime rest, they

found themselves filled wilh confusion as

the Crimson Tide tallied a string of goals lo

extend their lead lo 7-3. In response to this,

Stambaugh shot and scored to close the

Tigers to within striking distance. As the

third quarter progressed Jerry Yates went in

for Harold Ball at goalie to hold back the

attacking offense of Alabama. This kept the

momentum alive and Sewanee again scored

from an assist by Captain Garby.

Sewanee's final efforts were still not

enough, as Alabama chalked up another

score, securing victory by a final margin of

8-5. This, however, was not the last time

they will have to face the Tigers. On
November 21st Sewanee will travel to

Birmingham to face Alabama on their home

field. Perhaps the Tigers will then be able

to get their first win in two years.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

FOOD BAR BUFFET
/

%,' . Every Day^ v ' 4^ WEEKDAYS $4.95

.WEEKENDS $5.95

?3*njteftH
DAILY FOOD BAR FEATURES:

WEDNESDAY— PASTA
THURSDAY—TACOS
FRIDAY— CATFISH

SATURDAY— FRIED CHICKEN Monteagle, Tenn.
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From page 5

that it is believed to have an elitist tradition, and all

the reasons that I chose to go to a school that no-one

I know has ever heard of.

You might have noticed that I haven't mentioned

any of what was so poetically described as "lame

excuses." However, if you, Roger, or anyone else,

would be interested in these kinds of arguments, you

can find them in the September 25th issue of the

paper. I think the quotation went something like

this: "The cart was not intended to be offensive. In

fact, it's supposed to be a joke." Does this sound

familiar? I suppose next issue's letter to the editor

will be an apology for the blatantly offensive WUTS
schedule printed in the last paper. In your own
words, Roger, "I'm dissapointed and embarrassed."

Sincerely,

Holly Patrick

Community Should Support

Wellness Effort

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my concern over Robert

Carter's flippant remark in his editorial in the last

issue of The Purple. Although his article did not

center around the Wellness Council and its issues, he

did state, "Even here on the Mountain, we have our

own Orwellian nonsense phrase, the new 'Wellness

Council.' Doesn't that make you wince?" No, Mr.

Carter, it does not make me wince. I do not find it a

"murky" of "half-baked" expression. In one word the

committee was able to come up with its main

objective, the wellness (physical and emotional) of

the community. Its efforts are worthwhile. As a

new council, it requires as much student support as

possible. With this support it can inform and direct

the community in physical and emotional affairs for

the welfare of everyone. Let's support it.

Sincerely,

Lynne Caldwell

Drivers Should at Least Stop

for Emergency Vehicles

Dear Editor,

I realize that Sewanee drivers are crazy,

especially students. After all, we have classes,

appointments, and other demands that require more

time than we can give them anyway, never mind

driving time between them. But I think we must

realise that the reason a fire engine or ambulance has

lights and sirens is not primarily for the Fourth of

July parade. When they roll out on a call in the

morning they are more than likely going through

between-classes traffic, and wc arc REQUIRED to get

out of the way. If this seems like too much trouble,

consider that it may be your room that is firc-ravaged,

or you could be the one who is injured and waiting,

and waiting...

PLEASE!! Let's give our volunteers a

chance to help us. That's why they're here, and we
need them.

Sincerely,

Doltie Vellom

A.F.M. Takes Advantage

ofSewanee Isolation

Dear Editor

This letter is directed at American Food
Management. One of the things that makes Sewanee
so special is its isolation. Indeed, the fact that we are

separated from city life lends to the academic
atmosphere that we experience. Unfortunately,

however, it also leads to a lack of competition among
the businesses that are here: especially the food

service. We have no choice but to pay for American
Food Management—the meals that wc pay for can

only be consumed at Gailor or the Bishop's

Common. A.F.M. evidently realizes this and, as a

result, does a very poor job of providing food service

to the students here.

On September 14th, as proctor of Tuckaway, I

ordered a breakfast for my dorm. I ordered bagels and

cream cheese along with banana bread and drinks.

Three days later (I am required to order three days in

advance), I went to pick up the breakfast and the

A.F.M. worker told me that the bagels were at the

pub and he could transport them to Gailor, but ihcy

would be frozen. I was scheduled to pick up the

breakfast at 6:50 a.m. and that is exactly when I

arrived. A.F.M. supposedly provides two breakfasts

and two dinners to dormitories each month. I had no

time to wait for frozen bagels so I accepted what they

gave me and left.

On Parents' Weekend, I ordered a breakfast for

students and their families. This lime, the bagels

were there! Of course, A.F.M. still had not learned to

thaw them. Fortunately, we had a microwave oven in

the dorm to thaw the breakfast. But unbelievably,

when we opened the packages of bagels, wc noticed

that many of them were covered with mold.

Besides service to dorms, there are problems wilh

the food service at Gailor and the B.C. The following

is a list of complaints that I have compiled from

students on campus:

TOlage §s>!)oppt

Wines and Spirits

1. brown lettuce

2. moldy bread

3. mayonnaise and mustard that has a crusty film over

it; it is not brought back or saved properly.

4. desserts-made once a wcek-they sit and become

stale.

5. fruit on the salad bar is often old and brown.

6. the "fresh" fruit is often bruised and rotten.

7. tuna fish and chicken salad are often old and

interchangeable.

8. pasta sauces arc very salty and taste as if they

were mainly composed of ketchup and water.

9. dinner rolls are rock-like.

10. silverware is often dirty or plastic.

11. glasses arc often spotty.

12. employees arc frequently rude-when someone

inquired as to what a particular type of food

on the line was called, the employee said

"Your guess is as good as mine."

Employees should know what they are

serving.

13. besides the turkey, all of the coldcuts on the deli

line arc loo fatly. They arc also loo dry;

especially the turkey.

All lhat is asked is that we have:

1. better quality food that is cooked properly.

2. efficient workcrs-when a meal is ordered, have

it ready and do it right.

3. service wilh a smile.

Yes, it is Irue lhat wc have no alternative when it

comes to eating unless we want to spend extra

money. I must commend A.F.M. for doing a good

job of taking advantage of the monopoly that they

have. They must, however, realize lhat wc are

human beings as well as students: we would like lo

be fed well. Please start doing your job, A.F.M.

God knows there's plenty of room for improvement.

Sincerely,

Jordan Savage

Visa/Mastercard

The Head - Quarters

Two Tanning Beds

For Your Convenience!

Jo's Family Hairstyling &

Tanninq Salon HM

» OCTOBER PERM SPECIALS! <r
-

CUTS * PLRhS * EAR PIERCING
* * * TANNING SPECIALS' * * *

! 'CLIP COUPON

'1.00 OFF THURSDAY PIZZA -

J
SPAGHETTI - SALAD BAR BUFFET

, WE DELIVER Of 1
6" PIZZA

[Pizza - Subs
[Desserts - Drinks a'

4-SEASONS RESTAURANT
"Midway Road Between Se

! Open Thurs

L._ __ .._ JTHURjHjA rjjWJMM^PECIAUINLY^
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Record Review©
BYMIK LARSON

WAY BACK WHEN I took over Ihis spot, I

used to get a lot of flack from disgruntled readers

about whether or not in the long run, my final

analysis of an album mcanL that it was "cool" or if it

"stank." You've got to understand that there arc many
aspects that must be considered beyond simply the

transmission from vinyl to brain. But this time I'll

be straightforward and discuss a record that hands

down "slinks", and one that's "good," although the

records I color or slam mean nothing; rock and roll

can only promote itself.

If there's anyone who can pull off making trodden

cliches sound tasteful somehow, it's Mike Peters and

his Alarm. Their third and most sedated full-length

LP is entitled Eye of the Hurricane, and it almost

suspccicdly defies all former precedence in screaming

searches that always fall through. For all of the sighs

we heave for every band that ends up suffering the

crunch of mainstream schemes, it's only fair to

remind yourself that this has been happening for the

past thirty years. It's just that it's downright hard to

take when you put something like Sixty- Eight Guns
beside a record that makes the Hooters look like less

of pin-up dolls. The Christian overtones and the

rehashed approaches at instrumentation never mattered

back in the days of the EP or Declaration because it

all had such a great bite loo it, and Strength was real

enough and loud enough that it never got as old as it

should have.

On Eye of the Hurricane, Pclcrs' voice reeks of a

serious case of Bono-wanna-be. The Alarm has

always prided itself on being convincing, even
through all the phlegm, and I for one have always
been convinced and very much wanted to see them
play. However, Eye doesn't even leave you much to

even whisper aboul. Nigel Twist has simply dropped
his name to Twist (an original concept), but Ihe

drumwork on the record is somewhat intuitive. The
opening cut and singIc,"Rain In The Summertime" is

catchy, but the record lacks any cohesiveness. All the

desperation wailed out appears more increasingly

phoney than anything that could actually be felt by
any scraggy English Deeside-town boy (unless his

paycheck was late.)

BIG DIPPER HAILS from good ole
Massachusetts, and have also just put out their third

piece. Heavens. As is so often inquired, this record is

indeed "good as .
" I'm not going to follow

the urge to jump up in the air and tell you that you've
never heard anything like it, for indeed you have. But
knowing that you like what you like, this one just
might be worth the eternal search it takes to find it

(Homestead Records.) If you thought Boo-Boo, the
last spacy LP from these fellows, was enough for

you. Heavens is perfect for the whole family... no,
actually it displays some indescribably talented

The wit is endless, and the simple guitar

work taps big big Mr. Bass like every writer hopes
that it will.

Bottling the best of underground northern sneer

and cold confidence, Big Dipper lakes you from the

time when "men were men and women were trains ,"

lo a joking hard knock on Cat Stevens, "younger
bums are coming to win us." "She's Fetching"
dispels all but sheer inguinuily, kicking you up and
down with lines that you always wanted lo use on
that special little someone you've hoped would get hit

by a semi. The black and while of it is, whether it is

toe lapping or table-smashing that shows you can
deal with a record, you'll be able lo do either with ihis

thing.

Gilchrist Directs THE MIKADO

Annette Carpenter and Chris Bryan sing out at a recent dress rehearsal.

THE MIKADO, a Gilbert and Sullivan
musical comedy, will be presented October 30 and 31
at 8 p.m. in the University of the South's Guerry
Auditorium. The oriental tale revolves around the
adventures and mis-adventures of Nanki Poo, the son
of the Mikado of Japan, and his efforts to win the
hand of Yum Yum, the ward of Koko, the lord high
executioner.

The Mikado is being presented by the
university's theater and music departments with a cast
of university students and community members. The
production is being directed by Gil Gilchrist with
musical direction by Steve Shrader.

Tickets for The Mikado are $3 for adults and $1
for students and may be purchased prior to the
performance at the Auditorium box office.

QneinaGuiid

BY LAURA SPIERS

AFTER LAST NIGHT'S spooky Hitchcockian
Halloween feature of Peeping Tom, the Cinema Guild
returns to its regular free movie format with the
presentation of two oriental films.

On Thursday November 5, at 7:30 p.m., the
Guild willpresent The Flavor ofGreen Tea Over Rice.
This 1954 film was directed by one of Japan's greatest

filmmakers, Yasujiro Ozu. Ozu's film chronicles the
events of an unhappy middle-class marriage, through
a "subtle rendering of intimate details," and "a
beautiful voyage into the heart of a lonely widower."

The next week, on Thursday November 12, at

7:30 p.m., A Great Wall will be shown. This film
has the distinction of being the first American fiction

film allowed to be filmed in China.

This comedy examines the differences between
modern Chinese and American customs, as seen

through the eyes of a Chinese-American who returns

to his native Peking after more than a twenty-year

PETER WANG in the role of main character

Leo Fang steals the show. He is shocked at the

cultural differences between his American family and
friends and his relatives who have never left China.

;

But the culture-shock is not complete. In an
inebriated conversation with his brother-in-law, Leo
discovers that he and his Chinese counterparts have
more in common than it would seem at first glance.

Both men feel as if their wives disregard them, and
they yearn for past times when women respected their

husbands' authority and Chinese art and tradition

remained stable.

The movie provides a close look at human
relationships in general and proves that different

cultures may not be so vastly diverse as they appear
on the surface.

v|j§p' Free Delivery
every day
Direct To Dorms

A Sewanee Tradition for 35 Years
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University Gallery Features Contemporary Works
BY DOROTHY GARRETT

FOLLOWING THE BAROQUE FINALE
comes an art show of an entirely different nature—

"Contemporary Works on Paper" from the Emory

University Museum. This exhibit , which features

art from the early 1960's to the beginning of the

1980's, will be on display at the University Gallery

from October 23 to November 24.

The exhibition contains twenty-three works by

twenty different artists. Some of the artists, although

not significant on their own, contributed to

developments in art, while other artists exhibited are

quite widely recognized and well-known. The two

most influential and renowned of these are Robert

Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns. Two works by

Rauschenberg and one by Johns are exhibited.

Other reputable artists exhibited are Vito

Acconci, Joseph Beuys and Leon Golub. There are

four Acconci works in the show, three Beuys and one

Golub. Art professor Tom Fellner formerly worked

under Leon Golub in his New York studio.

The Emory University Museum of Art and

Archaeology has collected these works over the last

seventeen years through both gifts to the collection

and purchases made possible by the Art History

Department Fund. The selection of art found at this

exhibit provides a view of three major currents in

contemporary art—abstraction, representation and

conceptualism. Not only does it record historical

developments, but it also illustrates many art

techniques and media on paper. The techniques used

include lithographs, silkscreens, photography,

drawings, watercolors and collages.

ACCORDING TO CLARK V. POLING,
Associate Professor of Art History at Emory
University, "the formal issues of modernism were the

focus of much of the art of the 1960's and early

1970's, as seen in the abstract art of the period, with

its concern for the visual effects of color and the

investigation of geometrical shapes." Poling goes on

to explain that "in the same years, representational

imagery enjoyed the partisanship both of those who

were influenced by commercial and popular media and

of those who wished to revive the tradition of

realism.

"

As one walks through the show the influence of

media is obvious—especially in works such as

Rauschenbergs Untitled silkscrccn from Currents,

which is part of his Features scries (1970). This

work is a collage piece consisting of a medley of

sensational newspaper headlines and clippings.

Continually, "at the end of the 1960's, a new

tendency, conceptual art, offered social and

philosophical comments and proposed arcane

contructions and rituals," Poling points out.

Jasper Johns' work entitled Viola acts as a

fascinating type of outline of these various themes.

One can note a definite influence of the media in the

print type writing found in the lithograph. Also, one

can see the concern for the visual effects of color and

the investigation of geometrical shapes. "It brings

together richly handled pigment and a restrained gray

color . . . and depictions of oddly chosen three-

dimensional objects," comments Clark Poling.

Johns was concerned with the physicality of the

canvas and with the presentation of visual puns.

A SHORT LIVED MOVEMENT called Op Art

is represented by Bridget Riley's Printfor Chicago 8

.

Another movement, Performance Art, which

originated in the late 1960's, is represented by

Acconci's four works. A product of the social and

political upheaval of the Vietnam War, Performance

Art moved away from painting in order to escape the

monetary aspects of artistic enterprise.

Many other imporant artists, movements, and

works are represented in "Contemporary Works on

Paper." The art gallery is open from 1:00 to 5:00

p.m. daily, and on Sundays there are open tours given

by students. If one cannot make it to a tour but

would like some sort of understanding of the works

exhibited, a complementary catalogue with a short

essay giving an informative overview of the works is

available in the gallery.

New York Actor Energizes Sewanee Theater Department
BY KIRSTEN DAHLBERG

THE DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE has

recently added a new member to its staff- Dan
LaRocque. Mr. LaRocque has been hired as a

temporary replacement for Dr. Landon who is on a

year-long sabbatical in New York. LaRocque will

spend his year here teaching introductory and upper

level theatre classes including Introduction to Public

Speaking and acting workshops.

LaRocque is a professional actor based in New
York City who, along with his wife, Daydrie Hague,

has been employed by a number of regional theatres

around the country for the last five years. He has

acted at the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego and the

Alley Theatre in Houston, two very prominent

regional theatres, to name a few. He has also worked

in England for the Ayckbourn Theatre in

Scarborough, Yorkshire as a part of a theatrical

exchange set up by Houston's Alley Theatre.

Although LaRocque spends little time in New York

City itself, it is his base in between regional theatre

engagements. During brief periods in the city he has

done local theatre work, holding small roles in

movies and soap operas including the ever-popular

All My Children.

LAROCQUE'S ENTRANCE onto the Sewanee

theatre scene has met with rave reviews by both

faculty and students alike. He was hired last spring

by department chairman Peter Smith who had decided

that a professional actor would be the most desirable

person to fill a temporary position in the theatre

department. In Dr. Smith's opinion, the department

needed "someone fresh, young and energetic who

could bring to the acting students at Sewanee a real

sense of the realities of the acting profession straight

from the theatre center, New York City, rather than

someone stricdy in the field of education."

With LaRocque that is exactly what Smith got.

The theatre majors as well as other theatre students

are thrilled with him. According to one workshop

student, "He loves his work and communicates very

clearly with the class. He leaches us how to attain

and retain high concentration levels which are

necessary to completely become a character and

thereby demand the attention of both audiences and

casting agents."

Although LaRocque will not direct any shows at

Sewanee this year the schedule of student-directed

plays won't allow for it he docs plan to do as much

acting and participating in the scheduled shows as he

can. He and his wife have been cast in A Doll's

House , directed by senior theatre major Bess Hogan.

As one student rehearsing with the LaRocques for

A Doll's House put it, "We are all so fortunate to

have the opportunity to work along side two

professional actors in such a small school

environment as Sewanee."

New Book Captures Sewanee's Visual Images
BY ANNE WIMBERLY

THE SEWANEE PHOTOGRAPHY Club has

published a book of photographs entitled Images.

The book was designed, as explained by photography

club officer Cathy Carlisi, to "provide a much

needed expression of a strong interest group at

Sewanee." The Photography Club itself is only two

years old, and from the start one of their goals has

been to publish a book such as Images. At first there

seemed little hope for this goal to be reached.

Two years ago photography club members

solicited for money to back the book and received

only S15. Last year, after receiving funds from the

Student Activity Fees Committee, a group of

photography club members and Hie club's advisor, Ed

Carlos, sat down and began the actual process of

organizing the book.

The members active in the production of the

book were Doug Brown, Taylor French, Cathy

Carlisi, Adam Carlos, and Susan Suarez. They

started by advertising around campus for entries for

the book. The only stipulation was that any

individual could submit a maximum of three pictures,

a series being counted as one picture. The committee

also looked at works from the University's

photography classes. The pictures to be in the book

were selected at the end of last Spring semester and

organized by theme and method.

THE BOOK, which is being sold around campus

for S3.00", is hoped to be the first of an annual

tradition. Any profits from Images will go towards

the next book. If Images is successful and the club

is able to continue its publication on a regular basis,

Carlos feels that it will help build a tradition of

visual arts at a school which already has such a strong

written tradition. Images, notes Carlisi, "is not your

typical Sewanee Publication." She hopes that the

book will help foster a greater interest in fine arts

activities at the University and will continue, on its

own, to give a means of expression for the

photographic talent on the mountain.

SOPRANO MARVIS MARTIN will offer

selections from Handel to Copland during her

November 1 performance at the University of the

South. Her 8:00 p.m. recital in Gucrry Auditorium

is the second performance of the Sewanee Performing

Arts Series.

Martin, equally at home in opera, on the recital

stage, or appearing as a soloist with orchesua, has

performed in nearly every major music center in

North America, with the Metropolitan Opera, and

with almost every major American orchestra. She

debuted with the Metropolitan Opera in 1982 and,

since then, has performed nationally and

internationally and received some of concert artists'

highest honors.

Tickets for Martin's Sewanee performance are S9

and may be purchased at the Guerry Auditorium box

office prior to her recital. For more information on

her performance or on the entire Sewanee Performing

Arts Scries, write Performing Arts Series, SPO,

Sewanee, TN 37375, or call (615) 598-1265.
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Alumnus From page 3

a director of the University of Alabama at

Birmingham Foundation, the Health Services

Foundation of Alabama, and he serves as a trustee of

the Southern Research Institute.

Marks has always afforded time to serve his alma
mater, despite his career and community service

obligations. He served on the board of regents from

1978 to 1984, serving as chairman in 1983 and 1984.

He also served as vice president of the Associated

Alumni, and two terms as a university trustee. He
has established two scholarships, the Charles P.

Marks and the Isabel C. Marks scholarships, which
are awarded annually.

Smith From page 4
hope of gaining knowledge for improving our future

worship. Yet some seminaries have protested, as if

to assume that the Book of Common Prayer is

beyond the realm of the questioning, inspection and

investigation of a liberal arts education.

My seminary experience has shown me that faith

can and should be placed under the critique available

in a liberal arts education. The Christian faith is

strongest when it is challenged. Some of the

Church's great doctrines were formed in response to

challenges, challenges we later called heresies. It just

may be that the most faithful response one can make
to God, to one's Church, and to one's faith, is to

submit it to the questioning, investigation,

inspection and challenge of a libera] arts education.

Wellness From page 4

blaming themselves for the parent's drinking
problem. Important issues may need to be explored
and they may need help in learning how to express

their emotions, how to trust others, how to relax and
enjoy Ufe, how to appreciate themselves and to accept
that they cannot control other people's lives. Courses
in stress management and asserliveness training may
be helpful in this learning process. Once children

from alcoholic homes have come to terms with the

past they can begin to move beyond it, forging

happier, healthier futures.

CHILDREN FROM OTHER kinds of
dysfunctional families share the characteristics of
children from alcoholic families. If a parent has been
chronically ill or died when the child was young, the

other parent may not have been able to respond fully

to the child's emotional needs. If a parent has been
emotionally ill or has had a compulsive disorder like

drug abuse or gambling, children's responses may be
similar to those of children from alcoholic homes.

Further information on alcoholic and
dysfunctional families is available through the

University Counseling Service. A group for Adult
Children of Alcoholics regularly meets at the Parish

House at Otey Parish on Wednesday evenings at 8:00.

Newcomers are welcome.

Kuster From Page 4

Tiger Bay Pub and the BACCHUS rides, the
administration shows that it wants to work with the
students so they can have an enjoyable weekend
despite the potential liability.

The administration should be commended on its
efforts to help the students have a safe and fun
weekend. "They" could have strangled the tradition,
making many students and visitors unhappy and
probably rebellious. Instead, the administration
exercised restraint and careful consideration to produce
a successful compromise between potential tort
liability and tradition.

potter From page 8

eight sacks to lead the defensive charge. Lance Fisk
and Bill Ward also snared interceptions to thwart
General scoring opportunities.

With a winning season wrapped up, Sewanee can
take aim on their last two opponents. Despite the fact

that Rose-Hulman and Emory and Henry will be the
Tiger's toughest opponents by far, Samko is

confident that the Tigers will perform as they have all

season, giving it their best effort.

Farley From page 9
Sewanee, and as a result the Tigers finished in last

place.

ON A BROADER SCALE this '87 squad is

currendy ranked fifth in the Southern Region. The

selection committee only invites the top four teams

in the region to the national tournament. Coach
White believes that "the truth is, we are not a

tournament team." Naturally White would be pleased

to receive a bid but he feels this still young and
inexperienced team is not yet a good enough side.

With the loss of offensive threat Sean Gibson to an
knee injury and with seven freshmen and one
sophmore starting, the Tigers do not play well
enough under pressure for Coach White to consider
them a tournament ready team.

White's attitude is not a pessimistic one, though!
On the other hand, he is quite optomistic for the
apparently bright future of this talented team which is

still improving. Coach White went on to say the
chances of the Tigers being asked to the national
tournament are "slim to none-leaning towards none."
White says he is simply being objective in his
opinions, and that he is not doing his team any
disservice.

As the end of the season draws near injuries play
a significant factor. Despite the loss of team offensive
leader Gibson, the Tigers have been fairly lucky in

this respect. Senior captain Robert Oliver nursed a
hurt back and is playing at full force again as a pcaent
defense man. Freshman midfielder Ritchie Tyrell \Vho
came on strong in the beginning of the season Has
been slowed a little due to a achilles heel. Scott Cone
has missed a few practices because of a skin infection
he developed from being kicked, but has managed to

endure the pain playing exceptionaly well in the
Covenant match. The Tigers will conclude their

season on November 7 when they host VanderbilL

MMMMMMMMM

Congratulations
tothebest

from theMarines.

This past summer, these individuals

overcame the most physically and mentally

demanding challenge they've ever faced.

Aldrich Boss

Marine Officer Candidate School.
We are proud of their individual accomplishment.

Now they are one of the few

Marines
]Wtelookingtoralewgoodmen.

Captain BJ. Heamsberger
Gunnery Sergeant Cartwright

USMC OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE
Room 707A Baker Building

110 21st Avenue South

Nashville, Tennessee 37203

sewAnes's unettAxfma&auhs.

1% ACCEPTING, /WxWuSCGins.RHCrro&tUPHS AHP
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MOST PROMISING? BNTKY OF, EACH CATEGORY":
prose, poetry,'^AR.t/photo&raphY'

HALLELUJAH POTTERY
HUt 64 - Senanee, TN 576-0141

The -finest in hand-thrown stoneware
Open In- Spa, Mon-Sat

FREE PUPPIES
HALF SHEPHERD

Cabin Gallery
Monteagle H»y - Senanee 598-5402

Handcrafts, Collectibles & Antiques
Open 10ai- 5pa, Hon-Sat



Gary

Man On the Street
If Sewanee students went on strike, what would you demand?

GARY ZEL1 .: Pitchers in the pub, like the good old

days when men were men.

PAUL EVANS: Plane service to Philly.

KATIE CURRAN: A fall break.

REG STANBAUGH: A lacrosse coach.

LEE BOWRON: A loud party at the Delt house for

Elka Olson.

COLLEEN PEEK: For all classes to be pass-fail.

SUZY HARRIS: For all student housing to be as

plush as the French House.

ROBERT BUGG AND A SHLY SMITH:
Dr.Naomi Archer as Vice-Chancellor.

BETH STANLEY: No more fire drills at 1:30 a.m.

RANDY KENWORTHY: An itemized list of all

University expenditures over fifty cents.

MIKE CUSHMAN: That Gailor be burned and razed.

KATE HARDY: An FBI investigation of the

NARC system that leads straight to the Dean's office.

NEILL TOUCHSTONE: Free agency.

ELIZABETH MURRAY: That Chief Barry be

banned from the parking lot behind the B.C.

SAVAS KYRIAKIDIS: That a babysitting license

be issued for Kala Spangler.

DAVID CUSSON: Class A lodgings for Sewanee
pups.

SHERRIE FALK: Softer tiolet paper.

BY HAROLD BALL

MALONE GILLAM: Reinstatement of Los Peones.

RICH BOSS: That a shaggy law be passed on all

methane expulsions.

MEREDITH STOEVER: Not to have to yell

"flush" when someone is in the shower.

SAM MUNOZ: No visits to the Dean for co-

habitation.

MELISSA WAGNER: Perpetual pub breaks.

KATHERINE DUNN: For Sewanee to be fun like

it was when I was a freshman.

ADRIAN PLEUSS: For the University to install

an "Oil and Lube" behind Gailor Hall, because there

is enough grease in there to totally lube a semi.

Tiger Bay Pub
Monday Night F

WEDNESDAY PUB MOUIES

Free Popcorn

November 3, 6:30 - 9p.m.

November 4, 6:30 - 9p.m.

November 5, 6:30 - 8:30p.m.

Coming Soon:

Live Entertainment

On Fridays
Stay tuned for more details!

Tiger Bay Pub has neui hours

(open until 3:00 a.m. Friday

and Saturday), and an early

morning breakfast buffet

from midnight until 2:30 a.m.

The grill will close at 11:00pm

to prepare the buffet. Vou

will still be able to come In

and get beuerages, chips, and

candy after 11:00 p.m.

Breakfast Buffet

fforlkflfflJD WOgjOnti M®qp0@8

October 30 Halloween 9:00p.m.

Vamp 11:00p.m.

starring Grace Jones

October 3

1

Scrambled Eggs, Bacon, Sausage, Chicken Strips,

Cheese Grits, Biscuits and Gravy, Blueberry

Muffins, Fruit, Orange juice and Coffee. ALL
YOU CAN EAT for $3.95!!!

Look for the return o/ tfie tiger



Vice-Chancellor Ayres crowns Marion Macpherson 1987Homecoming Q,

ATO Mark Browning serves roast pork

% ^H to homecoming guests.


